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FUNDAMENTALIZM

rygorystyczne trzymanie się zasad i norm wyznaczonych przez daną religię (tzw. fundamentalizm religijny), doktrynę polityczną (tzw. fundamentalizm polityczny) lub ideologię (np. fundamentalizm światopoglądu naukowego).

Źródło: http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fundamentalizm
Licencja: GFDL 1.2, lub wyższa
Autorzy:
A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of this document to the Document's overall subject (or matters related to it) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be of a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Invariant then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. A Document may have required覆 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is an open standard established by free technical committees or published by the Free Software Foundation; it can be read, modulated, executed, generated, or otherwise processed with free software without being cost prohibitive or otherwise explicitly forbidden by its license. The "Invariant Sections" are those same sections which must also be treated as free and not subject to any restrictions from being copied or modified.

The "Cover Texts" are short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

Examples of suitable formats for transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, TeX input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available and free and standard-compliant processor, HTML files not requiring for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and in particular those used to create the source text, such as the TeX source or author's own collection of example images used in the Document; this requirement has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

The Document may contain Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute for any reason. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large number of copies, you may also charge a small fee for copy paper and redistribution of these copies for cost.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you follow the conditions of this License for verbatim copying of that document.

You may lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media commonly printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must encode the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts. Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

You may use as much material as you like from the Document as long as you follow the license conditions stated above. In particular, you may copy and distribute the Document in digital forms such as email,-list or electronic mailing lists, network news, read-only web pages, and similarly public forms, so long as no password is required to access these copies.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

A. Use the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of previous versions). You may use as much material as you like in the Document as long as you follow the license conditions stated above. In particular, you may copy and distribute the Document in digital forms such as email,-list or electronic mailing lists, network news, read-only web pages, and similarly public forms, so long as no password is required to access these copies.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, following the forms used in the Document for authorship.

C. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

D. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

E. Keep unchanged all copyright notices from the Document.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered.copy of this License.

I. Preserve the same copyright notice, license notice, etc., from the Document, but replace the original version of this License with a version suited to the Modified Version using the same name andrength.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it is derived from, or if the original publisher of the version it is derived from has ceased to publish.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Author's Name as in the Original Version.

L. Preserve in the Invariant Sections all material required for large copies of the Document or new versions published in digital form.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as Invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

If you add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by each publisher; if the Document already includes a passage of Front-Cover Text or Back-Cover Text by another publisher, the same Publisher may add a passage of the same or a subsequent publisher may add one of the same or a subsequent publisher. Publishers may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text or a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text only if the Document already includes a passage of the same or a subsequent publisher's passage; this requirement has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers.

The Document must contain a "History" section Entitled "License History" if the Document is more than Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section (if known), or a unique number if no original author or publisher is known. Make the same adjustement to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combined work, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History", likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Endorsements". You may not delete any sections Entitled "Endorsements."
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- Wikipedia is an encyclopedia
- Wikipedia has a neutral point of view
- Wikipedia is free content
- Wikipedia has a code of conduct
- Wikipedia does not have firm rules
Wikipedia to encyklopedia

- meta-encyklopedia
- informacje muszą być weryfikowalne
- nie jest słownikiem, serwisem prasowym, miejscem na wyrażanie opinii własnych
W Wikipedii stosuje się zasady neutralnego punktu widzenia

- informacje nie mogą faworyzować żadnego punktu widzenia
- czytelnik musi wiedzieć, czyj punkt widzenia jest przedstawiany
- wszystkie kontrowersyjne stwierdzenia muszą bezwzględnie być poparte bibliografią
Wikipedia jest wolnym źródłem wiedzy

- treść jest dostępna na licencji GFDL
- każdy może modyfikować dowolny artykuł
- nikt nie jest 'właścicielem' żadnego fragmentu Wikipedii
- każdy może dowolnie wykorzystywać treść (z dokładnością do GFDL)
W Wikipedii należy przestrzegać zasad netykiety

- 'zakładaj dobrą wolę'
- szanuj drugiego wikipedystę nawet jeżeli się z nim nie zgadzasz
- staraj się przestrzegać zasad dobrego wychowania i netykiety
W Wikipedii nie ma sztywnych zasad

- zasady Wikipedii to nie prawo ;-) 
- śmiało edytuj strony 
- na Wikipedii nic nie da się zepsuć, więc nie ma obaw 
- każda edycja zostanie zachowana na wieczność
5 filarów w innych systemach

- ISLAM
Alternatywy

- ~1
- ~2
- ~3
- ~4
- ~5
Wikipedia nie jest encyklopedią

- Integracja wikibooks+wikisłownik+wikicytaty+wikiźródła
- Encyklopedia **poważna** – brak pokemonów/aktorek porno/itp.
- Rezygnacja z NOR – Fakt/Super Express/Skandale
~2 \iff Wikipedia zawiera opienie własne twórców

- Tuba propagandowna
Wikipedia jest niewolnym źródłem wiedzy

- Reklamy w Wikipedii!
- Niewolne licencje (CC-BY-NC,-ND), FAIR USE i analogi
- Możliwość usuwania treści *na rządanie*
~4 <= > W Wikipedii można przestrzegać zasady netykiety

- FLAME, FLAME, FLAME
W Wikipedii ma sztywne zasady

- Zasady Wikipedii jako system prawny – kodeks karny Wikipedii, *sed lex dura lex*